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ABSTRACT 

Since Egaz Moniz introduced angiography, neurovascular interventions have undergone significant advancements. 

The integration of advanced biomaterials has refined endovascular devices and techniques for complex vascular lesions. 

The domain of neurointerventions includes neuroendovascular surgery, endovascular neurosurgery, and interventional 

neurology. Notably, in regions with limited neurointerventional specialists, interventional cardiologists are increasingly 

treating cerebrovascular strokes. The congruence between coronary and carotid interventions has facilitated the 

development of adaptable cerebrovascular tools, many inspired by those in cardiac catheter labs. This article provides an 

overview of key developments in neurointerventions, with a focus on the adaptation of tools between coronary and 

cerebrovascular procedures. 
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1. Introduction 

Neuroendovascular interventions have consistently evolved through the refinement of devices for 

prevalent neurovascular indications. Enhanced comprehension of the pathophysiology of various 

neurovascular disorders over the decades has stimulated the advancement of novel endovascular techniques. 

The inception of neurointervention traces back to the late 1920s with Egas Moniz’s pioneering angiography[1], 

which ushered in both diagnostic and therapeutic interventions. By 1960, procedures like the endovascular 

embolization of a brain arteriovenous malformation were described by Luessenhop[2]. Innovations like 

detachable balloons[3], and the Guglielmi detachable coil (GDC) in 1991[4] emerged, with endovascular coiling 

recently superseding surgical clipping for cerebral aneurysms. 

Emphasis on evidence-based approaches in neurointervention surged in the early 2000s, marked by 

pivotal clinical trials like the International Subarachnoid Aneurysm Trial (ISAT) which compared 

endovascular coiling with surgical clipping[5]. Successive developments include balloon-assisted coiling, stent-

assisted coiling, and flow diversion[6,7]. Additionally, intracranial stents revolutionized carotid stenosis 

treatment[6,8]. There’s also been a marked uptrend in mechanical thrombectomy, with multiple randomized 
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trials, including DAWN and DEFUSE, accentuating its expanding role[9–15]. In contrast, interventions for AVM 

have shown a more modest progression. 

Beyond novel techniques and devices, the advent of improved antiplatelets, advanced imaging modalities, 

and contemporary neurocritical monitoring systems has accelerated the evolution of endovascular techniques. 

This article aims to detail the progression of prominent neuroendovascular tools and discuss the adaptation of 

certain tools from other interventional disciplines. 

1.1. Catheters 

Catheters serve both diagnostic and therapeutic functions, encompassing guiding catheters, distal access 

catheters, and microcatheters. Diagnostic catheters typically range from 90 cm to 100 cm in length and 4F to 

6F in size, with variations such as straight or angled tips and Simmon or Headhunter versions[11]. When using 

guide or distal catheters, longer length catheters are preferred. 

Microcatheters are designed for minimal trauma, hence their soft nature. Assisted by distal or guide 

catheters, these tools vary in diameter, length, and may be radiopaque. The choice depends on the guide 

catheter’s position and the required microcatheter flexibility[16]. Newer steerable microcatheters offer enhanced 

flexibility over their conventional counterparts[17–20], such as the FDA-approved bendable microcatheter 

(Bendit Technologies, Petach Tikva, Israel)[18]. An example of innovative designs includes the SwiftNINJA 

steerable microcatheter (Merit Medical Systems, UT, United States) with a 180-degree rotating tip[21], which 

aims to expedite procedures by eliminating wire manipulation. 

Guide catheters, with lengths between 110 cm and 135 cm and sizes from 6F to 8F, facilitate access to 

major vessels and guide microcatheters to smaller branches[22]. Specifically designed balloon guide catheters, 

when inflated during mechanical thrombectomy, block antegrade blood flow, aiding in clot fragment extraction. 

They can be integrated with clot retrieval systems for diverse thrombectomy techniques[19,23]. Notably, the 

North American Solitaire Stent Retriever Acute Stroke (NASA) and Trevo Stent-Retriever Acute Stroke 

(TRACK) registries recorded comparable use of balloon-guided catheters (44% vs. 47%, respectively)[24,25]. 

Distal access catheters utilize negative pressure to dislodge clots. Made from materials like 

polytetrafluoroethylene, they navigate vessels smoothly[13]. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

has approved several designs for these catheters, with Penumbra, Solitaire FR, and REACT catheters as 

examples. 

1.2. Wires 

Wires for neurointerventional procedures can be categorized into hydrophilic and stiff types. Hydrophilic 

wires are preferred for diagnostic procedures, whereas stiff wires are chosen for navigating tortuous vessels 

and for catheter exchanges. Microwires, specifically, are employed to guide microcatheters, stents, and other 

intracranial neurointerventional devices[22]. The wire selection hinges on the intended application and the 

specific vessel to be navigated. 

1.3. Stent retrievers 

Stent retrievers have been developed to promote cerebral reperfusion while minimizing the risk of 

spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage, a concern associated with thrombolytics. Initial attempts at stroke 

management included lasers, micro snares, and rheolytic thrombectomy systems, but these faced challenges in 

ensuring safety[26]. The Concentric Thrombus Retriever, from Concentric Medical, was the first retriever 

approved for use in the U.S.[27] Later, it was dubbed the Mechanical Embolus Removal in Cerebral Ischemia 

(MERCI) Retriever (Concentric Medical, Mountain View, CA, USA), securing FDA approval in 2004[27,28]. 
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The MERCI trial evaluated its efficacy and safety in clot removal from large intracranial vessels within 8 h of 

stroke symptom onset[28]. Although the recanalization rate with the MERCI device was promising, its overall 

mortality rate of 44% was deemed high[23,28]. A subsequent study, the multi-MERCI trial, demonstrated 

improved results, boasting a recanalization rate of 68%[29]. 

Following the MERCI, the next significant advancement was the Penumbra System (Penumbra Inc., 

Alameda, CA, USA), which employs a thrombus aspiration mechanism. This system continuously aspirates 

the thrombus until it breaks apart, and also offers a direct mechanical extraction option via a thrombus removal 

ring[30]. The 2009 Penumbra Pivotal Stroke Trial assessed the system’s safety and efficacy[31]. While it achieved 

better revascularization than the multi-MERCI trial, only 25% of patients had a favorable 90-day modified 

Rankin Scale (mRS) score, and mortality remained high[31]. 

Given the high mortality rates associated with the MERCI and Penumbra systems, the late 2000s saw a 

focus on devising more effective stent retrievers. Some clinicians experimented with self-expanding stents 

used in aneurysm treatment and intracranial atherosclerotic disease, but these required prolonged antiplatelet 

therapy[32]. The Solitaire FR (Micro Therapeutics Inc. (part of Medtronic), Irvine, CA, USA) emerged as the 

pioneer in stent retrievers[33], followed by the Trevo Retriever (Concentric Medical, Mountain View, CA, 

USA)[33,34]. The SWIFT trial, comparing Solitaire FR with the Merci Retriever, demonstrated Solitaire’s 

superior efficacy and outcomes[35]. Similarly, the TREVO 2 trial pitted the Trevo stent retriever against the 

Merci Retriever, with the former achieving better 90-day outcomes[36]. 

1.4. Embolic agents 

In 1904, Dawbarn[37] pioneered the technique of embolization, treating lesions in the head and neck by 

introducing a mixture of paraffin and vaseline into patients via their external carotid arteries. In 1964, Dotter 

and Judkins[38] revolutionized vascular intervention by executing the first percutaneous transluminal 

angioplasty, targeting atherosclerotic arterial stenosis. 

Today, therapeutic embolization addresses a variety of conditions such as intracranial vascular lesions 

including arteriovenous malformations (AVMs), fistulas, and vascular tumors in the head and neck. Depending 

on the desired duration of occlusion, clinicians can opt for either temporary or permanent embolic agents. 

Temporary agents, meant to induce clotting, encompass hemostatics like gelfoam, collagen, and thrombin. In 

contrast, permanent agents are more diverse and include coils, liquid substances like glue, alcohol, and onyx, 

as well as other tools like the Amplatzer plug and detachable balloons[39]. 

Initially, coils posed challenges in retrieval after deployment. However, innovations led to the emergence 

of the Guglielmi detachable coils (GDC), which introduced the ability to be mechanically detached and 

repositioned with ease[40]. The market now offers a gamut of coil varieties: from bare coils and hydro coils to 

liquid, fiber, and bioactive coils. A noteworthy advancement in this space is the WEB II (Sequent Medical, 

Aliso Viejo, CA, USA): a cutting-edge, self-expanding, nitinol mesh device crafted explicitly for aneurysm 

occlusion[41]. A significant concern with traditional coil embolization was the associated risk of prolonged 

radiation exposure. To address this, the Penumbra occlusion device® (POD) (Penumbra Inc., Alameda, CA, 

USA) was conceived. Tailored for large vessels, this device curtails both the duration and intensity of radiation 

exposure[42]. 

1.5. Carotid stents 

Carotid angioplasty and stenting (CAS) has ascended as a preferred therapeutic modality for severe 

carotid stenosis, increasingly being recognized for its minimally invasive attributes. This method offers a 

valuable alternative, especially for patients with high surgical risk profiles and multiple associated 
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comorbidities[43,44]. As technology advances, we witness an array of carotid stents tailored to address diverse 

carotid lesions[45]. Historically, between 1977 and 1979, Mathias et al.[46,47] delineated a technique of carotid 

angioplasty, drawing insights from their animal model experiments. Stent architecture typically comprises 

multiple rings linked in tandem, and based on the interlinking bridges, stent designs can be classified as either 

open-cell or closed-cell structures. The introduction of the Palmaz-Schatz balloon-expandable stents (Cordis 

Corporation (a Johnson & Johnson company), Miami Lakes, FL, USA) marked a significant milestone in the 

progression of carotid angioplasty[48]. 

However, balloon-expandable stents are not without limitations. They are notably susceptible to 

mechanical compressive forces, and concerns regarding inappropriate stent length, along with potential risks 

such as vessel dissection and injury, underscore some of their inherent challenges[49]. Recognizing these 

shortcomings, there was a paradigm shift towards peripheral self-expandable stents, exemplified by the rolling 

membrane Wallstent (Boston Scientific, Marlborough, MA, USA). These stents exhibit commendable 

resilience against external compression and possess the capacity to accommodate extensive vessel segments. 

Within the domain of self-expandable carotid stents, those fashioned from nickel-titanium alloy—nitinol, stand 

out. Nitinol stents undergo a unique transformation, conforming to their pre-determined shape upon reaching 

body temperature. Additionally, covered self-expandable stents have carved a niche as another stent variant. 

It’s imperative to understand that no single stent is universally suitable for all carotid pathologies. Given the 

variability in carotid anatomy and degree of stenosis amongst patients, stent specifications ought to be 

meticulously tailored, harmonizing with the nuanced anatomo-pathological variations inherent to each 

individual, as detailed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Different stents characteristics. 

Type of stent Advantages Disadvantages 

Nitinol open-cell stents Flexible 

Comfortable 

Highly adaptable 

No shortening 

Tent strut malalignment in extensive 

carotid lesions. 

Nitinol closed-cell stents (either 

cylindrical or tapered) 

No change in length during deployment. Stiffness and poor flexibility. 

Hybrid nitinol stent Flexible 

Comfortable 

Highly adaptable 

No shortening 

Closed cell portion has a fixed length. 

Cobalto alloy braided mesh stents Ability to accommodate carotid bifurcation. Loss of structural flexibility when 

inserted into vessels. 

Unpredictable length. 

1.6. Flow diversion (FD) 

Historically, the endovascular approach to aneurysm management primarily centered around coiling 

embolization, which could be augmented with balloon or stent assistance. However, this strategy frequently 

fell short in effectively addressing large and giant aneurysms[50]. It’s noteworthy that coil embolization carries 

an association with a 20% recurrence rate in aneurysms, often necessitating subsequent interventions[51]. Early 

attempts at excluding large aneurysms from circulation were marked by pioneering in-vivo experimental 

methodologies[52,53]. Building on these insights, Wakhloo et al.[54] theorized that concurrent exclusion of the 

aneurysm from circulation and stent graft placement across the aneurysm neck would culminate in efficacious 

aneurysm occlusion. This occlusion process typically spans a duration of 6–12 months[55]. 

Innovation in this domain was spearheaded by the advent of flow diverters, which marked a notable 
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departure from conventional arterial stents[56]. Uniquely designed, flow diverters bolster flow continuity along 

the parent vessel while concurrently diminishing the inflow into the aneurysm. Their distinct architecture 

boasts a substantial metal surface area, yet they retain impressive permeability, ensuring the preservation of 

flow within branch vessels[57]. One such eminent device is the Pipeline embolization device (Medtronic, Irvine, 

CA, USA), which is an amalgamation of 25% platinum and 75% nickel-cobalt chromium alloy, exhibiting a 

porosity spectrum between 65% to 70%[55]. 

In 2011, the medical landscape was enriched with the FDA’s approval of the Pipeline Embolization 

Device (PED) (Medtronic, Irvine, CA, USA)[55]. The subsequent Pipeline of Uncoilable or Failed Aneurysms 

(PUFS) study shed light on its superior efficacy compared to conventional stents[58,59]. On the European front, 

the pipeline embolization device for the intracranial treatment of aneurysms trial (PITA) specifically targeted 

aneurysms with necks exceeding 4 mm and a dome/neck ratio less than 1.5, achieving a remarkable 93.3% 

occlusion rate[60,61]. Further augmenting the portfolio of flow diverters are the Silk flow diverter and the 

SURPASS flow diverter. In 2008, the Silk flow diverter (Balt Extrusion, Montmorency, France) garnered 

approval from the European Commission[62]. At the one-year mark, the Silk flow diverter exhibited an 

occlusion rate of 81.8%. In contrast, the SURPASS flow diverter (Stryker Corporation, Kalamazoo, MI, USA) 

documented a 94% occlusion rate for non-bifurcation aneurysms and 50% for bifurcation aneurysms within a 

6-month window[63,64]. 

2. Cross-disciplinary contributions to the neurointerventional arena: The 

influence of cardiology interventions 

Mechanical thrombectomy has recently emerged as a cornerstone therapeutic approach for stroke 

management. The initial thrust in addressing acute arterial occlusions, especially in ST-Elevation Myocardial 

Infarction (STEMI), was predicated on understanding the pathophysiological nuances of acute thrombotic 

blockages in primary coronary arteries. Intriguingly, the pathophysiological underpinnings of atherosclerotic 

plaques manifest congruently in both coronary and carotid vessels. Such parallels have paved the way for 

leveraging techniques and instruments traditionally reserved for coronary angioplasty in the realm of carotid 

angioplasty, albeit with necessary calibrations in tool dimensions. 

There has been a surge in interventional cardiologists transitioning to stroke treatments via mechanical 

thrombectomy[48]. This interdisciplinary shift can be attributed to a notable dearth of neurointerventional 

specialists and training hubs on a global scale, creating a role for cardiologists to bridge this deficit[65,66]. 

Contemporary cardiology catheter labs have been repurposed to facilitate stroke intervention protocols. 

Putman et al.[67] extolled the virtues of specific large-caliber (ranging from 7F to 9F) coronary guiding catheters 

for select neuroendovascular procedures. Their exploration revealed that these coronary catheters can navigate 

the brachiocephalic vessels, while their design features harmonize seamlessly with neuroendovascular 

modalities. Instruments like the Judkins coronary catheters closely mirror the design of Hincks headhunter 

catheters, making them potential assets in carotid navigation[68]. Furthermore, catheters like the Brite Tip 

(Cordis Endovascular systems, Miami Lakes, Fla, USA) and Sherpa Peak Flow (Medtronic, Inc, Minneapolis, 

Minn, USA) can catheterize the proximal brachiocephalic arteries[67]. 

Nardai et al.[69] delved into evaluating the outcomes of using coronary stents in endovascular interventions 

for acute atherosclerotic basilar artery occlusion. Their findings underscored that timely management of 

occlusive stenosis in the basilar artery, in tandem with coronary stents and a dual antiplatelet regimen, 

corresponded to more favorable patient outcomes. By harnessing coronary stents and executing nuanced 

technical adjustments, neurovascular lesions can be adeptly managed. The adaptability of cardiological 

instruments, especially given the scarcity of specialized neurointerventional facilities and expertise, 
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particularly in resource-constrained regions, becomes invaluable. It’s worth noting that interventional 

cardiologists have showcased comparable efficacy in stroke management to their neurosurgical counterparts[70]. 

The symbiosis between cardiac and neurointerventional procedures isn’t just limited to tools but extends 

to procedural methodologies. The transfemoral route, a mainstay in interventional neuroradiology, remains the 

preferred vascular conduit for cerebral vessel catheterization. Campeau, in 1989, pioneered the radial approach 

for coronary interventions[71]. A decade later, Matsumoto et al.[72,73] echoed this innovation, elucidating the 

transradial methodology for neurointerventional applications. This cross-pollination of techniques between the 

cardiac and neurointerventional labs is a testament to the adaptability and confluence of medical innovations 

across disciplines. 

3. Biodegradable materials in neurointervention: A new horizon 

Cardiovascular stents have evolved from non-degradable bare-metal stents to drug-eluting stents, and 

now, to biodegradable stents. Biodegradable materials have seen extensive use in cardiovascular interventions; 

however, their application in cerebrovascular procedures remains largely limited to animal models. 

Biodegradable materials offer an alternative to permanent medical devices, with potentially reduced side 

effects. They degrade or corrode over time and exhibit higher mechanical strength compared to non-degradable 

materials[74,75]. Despite the established use of biodegradable materials in other medical domains, their 

integration into neurointerventional procedures is still emerging[76,77]. Recent developments include 

biodegradable devices for the brain, such as electrodes for electrophysiological recordings and optical sensors 

for pressure monitoring[78,79]. Among these, Mg alloys are frequently used due to their mechanical properties 

and coating potential[80]. 

In cardiology, biodegradable coronary stents have demonstrated efficacy in lumen patency and have been 

implicated in vessel remodeling and arterial healing processes[81]. Lactic acid-based stents are currently 

approved for coronary interventions[82]. 

Conventional cerebrovascular stents are non-degradable and can lead to long-term complications such as 

thrombosis and stenosis. Biodegradable stents aim to mitigate these issues by degrading after serving their 

purpose[83]. These stents should have a controlled degradation rate, especially during the initial 6–12 months[83]. 

Studies on biodegradable materials in neurointervention include the use of an Mg alloy stent for treating 

a saccular aneurysm in rats[84], assessing biodegradable polymers in porcine carotid arteries[85], and trialing 

polytetrafluoroethylene membrane-coated Mg-Nd-Zn-Zr alloy stents in rabbits[86]. Additionally, Grüter et al.[84] 

reported no complications six months post Mg alloy stent implantation in a cerebral aneurysm model, and 

Zhang et al.[87] observed the successful integration of a Mg-Nd-Zn-Zr (JDBM) stent in a rabbit model. 

The next step involves clinical trials to evaluate the potential of these biodegradable materials in human 

neurovascular interventions. 

4. Discussion 

The advancements in carotid angioplasty and stenting (CAS) highlight the rapid evolution of 

endovascular technologies in addressing carotid stenosis. As we dive into the historical context, we observe a 

trajectory from traditional techniques to those that are now minimally invasive, presenting a versatile 

alternative for high-risk patients. This is emblematic of a larger trend within medicine: as technology evolves, 

treatments become less invasive and more patient-centered. 

The spectrum of stent designs, including balloon-expandable stents, self-expandable stents, and those 
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fabricated from nickel-titanium alloy (nitinol), caters to the heterogeneity of carotid pathologies. As 

highlighted in Table 1, each stent type bears its set of advantages and challenges. It is crucial to understand 

that no single stent design can fit all clinical scenarios. Tailored intervention, considering an individual’s 

unique anatomy and the extent of stenosis, is important. 

Flow diversion (FD) offers a paradigm shift in the management of aneurysms. Where coil embolization 

has its limitations, particularly with large and giant aneurysms, flow diverters emerge as an innovative tool. 

The Pipeline Embolization Device, the silk flow diverter, and the SURPASS flow diverter have all showcased 

commendable results in their respective studies. Their primary utility lies in their ability to divert flow from 

the aneurysm, which can potentially result in aneurysm occlusion, all the while maintaining patency in parent 

and branch vessels. 

The interplay between cardiology and neurointerventional procedures is a testament to the further 

potential cross-disciplinary growth within the medical field. Leveraging tools and techniques from coronary 

angioplasty for carotid interventions highlights the universality of certain foundational principles across 

specialties. This is particularly important in addressing the shortage of neurointerventional specialists globally. 

However, it is essential to emphasize the need for specialized training and calibrations when transitioning tools 

and methodologies between the heart and brain. Observed outcomes indicate potential, but they also suggest 

the importance of careful evaluation and caution. 

Lastly, the realm of biodegradable materials in neurointervention is on the horizon. While cardiovascular 

interventions have capitalized on the advantages of biodegradable stents, their adaptation for cerebrovascular 

procedures remains in its infancy. Current research with animal models is promising. The rationale for 

biodegradable materials, notably their potential to reduce long-term complications like thrombosis and stenosis, 

is compelling. However, it is important to tread with caution. We anticipate clinical trials to play an important 

role in shaping the future of biodegradable materials in neurovascular interventions. 

Several randomized controlled trials are expanding the scope of mechanical thrombectomy for acute 

stroke. The pursuit for advanced treatment technologies, pre-hospital imaging tools, and machine learning’s 

integration into stroke imaging signify this ongoing transformation. Innovations are not limited to procedural 

techniques. The development of antithrombogenic coatings for stents and flow diverters is in progress, aiming 

to replace dual antiplatelet regimens. There is also a role for remote mentoring, which can be effective even in 

emergency cases. While these developments hold a promising future, challenges persist. Simulators still need 

substantial enhancements, and the introduction of robotics into the neurointerventional routine remains in its 

infancy, marked by small case series and preliminary frameworks. Multifactorial decision-making tools for 

endovascular stroke treatment are in the conceptual phase, with their integration into clinical routine still a 

topic of debate. As we look further ahead, hopes of future breakthroughs in the field remain, tethered more to 

changes in human behavior than technological innovation. The field stands to benefit from a systematic 

approach to adopting new technologies, which requires a concerted effort from all stakeholders involved[88]. 

In conclusion, the advancements in carotid and cerebrovascular interventions, from stent designs to flow 

diverters and the promise of biodegradable materials, paint a hopeful future. Yet, as always in medicine, we 

are urged to balance enthusiasm with prudence, continually grounding our innovations in scientific evaluation 

and patient-centered care. 
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